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• Programmable stretchability reaching
317% and a super elasticity larger than
277% are achieved in kirigami metallic
glasses (MGs).

• The design of circle-shaped node-cuts
significantly affects the elastic perfor-
mance of kirigami MGs.

• The super elasticity of kirigami MGs is
attributed to the elastic bending of
kirigami elements.
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The elastic performance of kirigamimetallic glasses (MGs) plays a key role for their applications as potential me-
chanical metamaterials, however, the mechanisms on how to achieve programmable large elasticity in these
kirigami MGs are still unknown. In this work, kirigami MGs, with programmable stretchability reaching 317%,
were fabricated, demonstrating super elasticity larger than 277%. The high stretchability and super-elasticity
are mainly attributed to the elastic out-of-plane bending of the kirigami elements rather than rigid deformation.
The super elastic kirigami MGs can be developed for use as high stretchable mechanical/functional metamateri-
als/devices, such as wearable sensors and stretchable electronics.

© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Building on the assemblies of micro/nano architecture, mechanical
metamaterials have programmable structures and unprecedented, in-
triguing characteristics such as bistability, and nonlinear, negative and
extreme properties [1–13]. For example, architectured low porosity
auxetic metamaterials can demonstrate negative Poisson's ratio [5],
. This is an open access article under
hollow-tube ceramic nanolattice structures have ultra-light and ultra-
strongproperties [4], andhybrid hierarchicalmetamaterials exhibit ten-
sile elasticity larger than 20% [10]. By use of the ancient art of paper cut-
ting, kirigami structures with programmable strains are being used to
engineer the properties of certain mechanical metamaterials, especially
aiming for high stretchability. It has been reported that kirigami nano-
composites (GO-PVA) have increased strains from 4% to 370%, demon-
strating great application potential in stretchable electronic and
optoelectronic devices [14]. In order to obtain outstanding mechani-
cal/functional properties, kirigami structures have been created in a
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wide range ofmaterials, such as Kapton/GaAs laminates [15], integrated
lithium-ion batteries [16], Cr/Parylene C nanocomposites [17], Poly
(dimethylsiloxane) [18], plastic sheets [19], paper-based triboelectric
nanogenerators [20], Si/polymer nanomembranes [21] and graphene
[22]. The kirigami structures have potential applications for stretch-
able/flexible devices, such as batteries, supercapacitors, electrodes,
and conductors [23–28]. However, in the practical applications of
stretchable devices, it is important to maintain elasticity for keeping
themechanical and functional performance. Kirigami structuresmaking
use of traditional materials possess non-negligible strain energy loss,
resulting in decreased cycle life [29]. For example, after 1000 loading cy-
cles, the GO-PVA nanocomposite kirigami structure had strain energy
loss of about 18% [14] and the Kapton-based kirigami solar tracker
also demonstrated decreased strain energy up to about 74% [15]. Such
limitation has significantly impeded the wide applications of kirigami
materials with requisite properties.

As a unique class of alloys with stochastic atomic order, metallic
glasses (MGs) have relatively-large elastic limit of about 2% and high
strength approaching the theoretical values [30,31]. MGs have great po-
tential for applications as structural materials, especially for elastic ap-
plications [32–35]. With the designed bending behavior, some elastic
MG structures have demonstrated excellent elastic energy storability
[36–39]. Recently, the authors fabricated four kinds of MG kirigami
structures, two with simple straight and two with simple curved pat-
terns, and studied the strain-energy-loss behavior of the structures
[40]. It was reported that the maximum elasticity was 198%, with an
ultra-small strain energy loss b3% after 1000 loading cycles [40]. Al-
though elasticity is a key factor influencing the strain-energy-loss be-
havior of kirigami MGs, how to achieve programmable large elasticity
in kirigami MGs has not yet been reported. Moreover, there is a need
to better understand the underlying deformation mechanisms for the
high stretchability and large elasticity of kirigami MGs. In this work,
we have introduced new kirigami patterns to the MG films to achieve
programmable super-elasticity. The underlying deformation mecha-
nisms for the high stretchability were analyzed, and strategies for
achieving super elasticity in kirigami MGs are proposed. The present
work explores the development of meta-materials usingmetallic mate-
rials. By inheriting the superior mechanical properties of metals, the
metal-based mechanical metamaterials could obtain outstanding me-
chanical/functional properties, for example, the super elasticity and
the ultra-small strain energy loss in kirigami MGs. These kirigami MGs
could directly be used to develop stretchable devices, or be engineered
to a variety of substrates for flexible functional devices, such as opto-
electronics, electronics and sensors, opening up a broader range of ap-
plications for stretchable mechanical metamaterials.
2. Materials and methods

MG films, of about 20 μm thickness with nominal composition of
Fe73.5Si13.5B9Cu1Nb3 (at.%), were synthesized by rapid quenching of
themelted alloys onto a high-speed roller. The amorphous atomic struc-
tures were confirmed using standard X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis.
Kirigami MGs were fabricated using photochemical machining (PCM),
as shown in the diagram in Fig. 1a [40]. Two layers of photo-resist
were firstly spread on the surface of the MG films. After exposure to
UV light, kirigami patterns were fabricated in the photo-resist layers.
The kirigami structures were then patterned onto MG films through
etching, and the kirigami MGs were finally obtained by removing the
photo-resist layers. In the present work, various new circle-shaped
node-cuts (A1-A3, B1-B3, C1-C3 and D1-D3) were introduced to the
four kinds of simple kirigami patterns (A-D), as shown in Fig. 1b. Me-
chanical tests of the kirigami MGs were conducted on an Instron 3344
materials testing machine at a loading rate of 20 mm/min., using a
load cell of ±10 N. 100 sets of data per second were collected for each
loading curve. The surface of the deformed kirigamiMGswas examined
using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) on a TESCAN VEGA3 scan-
ning electron microscope.

3. Results

3.1. High stretchability

AlthoughMGs are known to have certain uniquemechanical proper-
ties,mostMG communities have limited plastic strains, especially under
tensile loading. By introducing kirigami patterns, the present kirigami
MGs demonstrate large nominal strains, ranging from 173% to 317%.
The load-nominal strain curve of a typical A1 kirigami MG is given in
Fig. 2, where three stages of deformation can be observed. In stage I,
the kirigami structure deforms in a rigid regime within the plane of
the film, as shown at point H in the magnified curve. Here, the nominal
strain is relatively-small and negligible when compared with the frac-
ture strain of 296%. When loading proceeds, the deformation mode of
the kirigami structure transits from rigid in-plane deformation to out-
of-plane bending and rotation (point J at stage II). Due to the small
film-thickness/cut-distance ratio, an obvious load drop during the tran-
sition of deformation modes from stage I to stage II, as shown in the
paper-based kirigami structures, was not observed for the present
kirigami MGs [40,41]. At this stage, a wide plateau with a relatively
small increasing rate of loading was observed till reaching a strain of
about 230%. In stage III, the kirigami structures were further stretched,
resulting in the rapid increase of the load (point K). It can be seen that
the high stretchability of the kirigami MGs was mainly achieved by
the out-of-plane deformations in stages II and III.

The influencing factors on the stretchability of kirigami MGs were
examined by varying the element shape, size and node shape of the
kirigami patterns, where the curved elements (patterns A, B, and C),
varying cut-distances (patterns A and D) and circle-shaped node-cuts
(patterns A2 to A3)were tailored (Fig. 1b). As shown in Fig. 3a, the frac-
ture strains of the A1, B1 and C1 kirigamiMGs are 296%, 297% and 297%,
respectively. However, with the increase of the cut-distance, from d1 to
d4, in the A1 and D1 kirigami MGs, the fracture strain decreased signif-
icantly from 296% to 175%. The A2-D2 and A3-D3 specimens showed
similar trends to the A1-D1 kirigami MGs. Additionally, as seen in
Fig. 3b and Fig. SI1 in the Supplementary Materials, with varying
circle-shaped node-cuts, the kirigami MGs did not show an obvious en-
hancement in the stretchability. It can thus be concluded that the
stretchability of the kirigami MGs is not significantly dependent on
the change of the element shapes and the circle-shaped node-cuts, ex-
cept the cut-distance. Nevertheless, although the achievement of high
stretchability is beneficial for obtaining higher elastic limit, the elastic
performance of kirigamiMGs is also affected by the bearing loads. Refer-
ring to Fig. 3, the bearing load of the kirigami MGs is influenced by all
the element shapes, cut-distances and the sizes of the circle-shaped
node cuts. The decrease of bearing loads can result in smaller stress-
concentration orders at the nodes, which can lead to better elastic
performance.

3.2. Super elasticity

Differing from solid materials where the elastic strains can be mea-
sured from the linear stage of the stress-strain curves or by ultrasonic
methods, the transition of deformation modes from in-plane deforma-
tion to out-of-plane bending/rotationmakes it challenging to character-
ize the nominal elastic limit from the load-strain curves. The elasticity of
kirigami MGs was characterized using step-by-step observations [40].
An example of the B3 kirigami MG at a nominal strain of 277% is
shown in Fig. SI2 in the Supplementary Materials. By comparing the
loading and unloading curves, it can be seen that the unloading curve al-
most matches the loading curves identically, which suggests that the B3
kirigami MG has an elastic strain limit larger than 277%. Using similar
methods, the elastic strain limits of all groups of kirigami MGs are listed



Fig. 1. The PCMof kirigamiMGs, where (a) shows the fabrication process, and (b) gives four kinds kirigami patterns (A1-D1) aswell as varying circle-shaped node-cuts (A1-A3). d1= d2=
1 mm; d3 = 2 mm; d4 = 1.5 mm; w1 = 10 mm; w2 = 23 mm; w3 = 1 mm; w4 = 6 mm; w5 = 1.5 mm, h = 42.1 mm and r = 0.05 mm.
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in Table 1. As compared with the ~2% elasticity of the bulk form of MGs,
the kirigami MGs demonstrate super elastic performance with the larg-
est elasticity larger than 277%. Further to the previous work of the au-
thors reported in Ref. [40], the effect of cut-distance and curved
elements on the change of the elastic performance is discussed in detail
in the present study. Based on the effects of the influencing factors on
the stretchability of kirigami MGs, we firstly examined the specimens
with different cut-distances (groups A and D), where significant differ-
ences on the stretchability were observed, regardless of the sizes of the
circle-shaped node-cuts (A1-A3 and D1-D3). For example, in Fig. 3a, the
group A1 kirigamiMG has a wide plateau in stage II deformation, which
is even larger than the fracture strain of the group D1 specimen. There-
fore, it is reasonable to find that group A kirigamiMGs havemuch larger
elastic limits than group D specimens. Since the effect of cut-distances
on the stretchability of kirigami structures has been studied by Isobe
and Okumura [41], the present paper will focus on the effect of curved
element and circle-shaped node-cuts on the stretchability of kirigami
MGs. For the effect of curved elements (groups A-C), an obvious in-
crease of elasticity in these specimenswas observed, including the spec-
imens with circle-shaped node-cuts. Regarding the fact that the
specimens with curved elements have similar stretchability as com-
pared with the specimens with straight elements, the relatively-larger
elastic limits of the kirigami MGs with curved elements may be due to
the decrease of the bearing load (Fig. 3a). With similar stretchability, a
relatively-lower bearing load may result in less stress concentrations
for the plastic deformation, leading to the improvement of the elastic
performance. Such a phenomenon can also be observed in the speci-
mens with circle-shaped node-cuts, where the specimens with larger
cut radii also demonstrate better elastic performance, for example, C3
N C2 N C1, despite the achievement of similar stretchability (Fig. 3 and
Fig. SI1 in the Supplementary Materials).

In the compression tests of the bulk samples of MGs, large strain
energy loss occurred through plastic deformation (Fig. SI3a in the
Supplementary Materials). However, for kirigami MGs with super elas-
ticity, an ultra-small strain energy loss was observed when the loading
proceeded to the plastic deformation stage. For example, the load-
nominal strain curve of an A1 kirigami MG at a large nominal strain of
288% is given in Fig. SI3b in the SupplementaryMaterials. The unloading
curve returns to a nominal strain of about 7%, and only a small amount
of strain energy (24.72%) is accommodated by plastic deformation. The
elastic strain energy loss data (EL) of all the groups of specimens at the
varying nominal strains (εel) are also listed, as shown in Table 1. With
increase of the radii of the circle-shaped node-cuts, the specimens
have decreased strain energy loss. As compared with the A1 kirigami
MGs, the A2 specimen has a smaller strain energy loss of about
12.21%. This value is further decreased in the A3 specimen, with only a
1.26% strain energy loss. The other groups of specimens show similar
trends with the change of the circle-shaped node-cuts, where with
larger circle radii at the nodes, the kirigami structures have significantly
improved the elastic strain energy storability. This is because the



Fig. 2. The load-nominal strain curve of an A1 specimen, where three different deformation stages were observed. The inset shows the change of deformation modes at a higher
magnification. The optical images show the typical deformation behavior of the specimens at the points H, J, and K, respectively, at different stages.
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kirigami MGs with larger circle-shaped cut radii have larger elasticity
(Table 1), and at the same time, lower bearing loads of these kirigami
MGs can lead to smaller orders of plastic deformation at the nodes.
Since the strain energy loss data were collected at varying nominal
strains (εel), for different kirigami patterns, the effect of the kirigami
patterns on the change of the strain energy loss values is not compared
quantitatively here. However, according to the elasticity of the group A-
C specimens, aswell as the typical strain energy loss data, such as A2, B2
and C2, the kirigami patternswith curved elements tend to have smaller
strain energy loss.

4. Discussion

The excellent elastic performance of kirigami MGs is associatedwith
the second stage (stage II) of deformation, where out-of-plane bending
and rotation of the struts play a dominant role. For the kirigami struc-
tures with a cut-distance (d0) far less than the cut-width (w0), the de-
flection of the element (δd) is also considered as being far less than
the cut-width (w0), and the bending energy of the kirigami element
can be described as the following expression [41]:

U Δð Þ ¼ φU δdð Þ ð1Þ

whereΔ is the axial displacement,φ is a constant relating to the number
of the cuts, andU(δd) is the deformation energy of an elementwith a de-
flection distance δd. The deflection of the element, δd, can be approxi-
mately determined by the relationship [41]:

δd
2 ¼ Δ=N þ d0ð Þ2–d02 ð2Þ

where N is the number of cuts along the h direction as shown in Fig. 1,
with cut-distance of d0 (d1 or d4 for the present kirigami MGs). For
groups A and D kirigami MGs with the same N, at a certain axial dis-
placement (Δ), the group D specimens have larger cut-distance (d4 N
d1), and therefore require larger deformation energy. More deformation
energy being dissipated by the group D kirigami MGs brings to larger
stress concentration orders at the nodes, which agrees well with the
larger bearing loads, as shown in Fig. 3a. A higher stress concentration
order at the nodes will definitely cause the rapid yielding of the nodes,
leading to smaller nominal elastic limit. While for groups B and C
kirigami MGs with curved elements, under same axial displacement
(Δ), it necessitates less energy to achieve the same bending displace-
ment (δd), and thus causes the accommodation of less mechanical en-
ergy, resulting in larger elasticity. For the kirigami MGs with circle-
shaped node-cuts, the increase of the circle radii at the nodes causes
the decrease of the “cut-distance” (d0), and then results in less mechan-
ical energy being accumulated during the loading process. Thus, it can
be concluded that programmable large elasticity of the kirigami MGs
can be achieved by tailoring the appropriate bending energy of the ele-
ment through the design of the kirigami patterns, for example, the pat-
tern sizes (cut-distance), geometries (element shapes) and node-cut
optimizations in the present work.

Thedeformationmodes of the kirigami structures can be categorized
into the rigid deformation (Mode-1), elastic bending of the element
(Mode-2), and plastic bending of the element (Mode-3), as shown in
the schematic diagram in Fig. 4. The rigid deformation (Mode-1) occurs
in stage I of the kirigami MGs, while for bulk samples, they also deform
following such amode. Themechanical energy is dissipated by the plas-
tic deformation of thematerial after yielding, and large amount of strain
energy loss then occurs after the unloading process. For rigid MGs, brit-
tle failure usually occurs for the majority of MG communities (an SEM
image of a fractured example is shown in Fig. 4). However, for the
kirigami MGs, buckling of the elements occurs at a bearing load far
less than the yield point of the parent MGs (rigid samples). Due to the
out-of-plane bending of the kirigami element, large orders of stress con-
centration occur at the nodes. The apparent “yielding” of the kirigami
structures is due to the plastic deformation at the nodes. Before the ap-
parent “yielding” point, the kirigami MGs deform as elastic bending,
which comprise the main elastic plateau of the kirigami MGs (Mode-2).
After “yielding”, plastic deformation occurs at the stress-concentrated



Fig. 3. (a) The comparison of the load-nominal strain curve of groups A1-D1 kirigamiMGs.
(b) Deformation behavior of group A kirigami MGs with varying circle-shaped node-cuts.

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram showing three kinds of deformation modes: rigid deformation
(Mode-1), elastic bending (Mode-2) and plastic bending (Mode-3), where following
SEM images are corresponding deformed examples.
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regions at the nodes, while most parts of the kirigami MGs are still in an
elastic state (the formation of shear bands is also given in Fig. 4), resulting
in the ultra-small strain energy loss after the unloading process, as
shown in Fig. SI3 in the Supplementary Materials.

Although the present kirigami MGs have super elasticity, and some
of them even have elasticity larger than 277%, the elastic performance
of kirigamiMGs can be further improved by designing kirigami patterns
with smaller bending energy of the elements. Besides the tailoring of
Table 1
The nominal elastic strains (εe) and the strain energy losses (EL) of the kirigami MGs,
where εel is the nominal strain at which the strain energy loss data (EL) were collected.
The nominal elastic strain data of A1-D1 specimens were collected from Ref. [40].

Pattern εe (%) EL (%) εel (%)

A1 N165[40] 24.72 288
A2 N205 12.21 288
A3 N247 1.26 288
B1 N198[40] 16.02 277
B2 N237 2.11 277
B3 N277 – 277
C1 N190[40] 5.01 266
C2 N228 0.49 266
C3 N266 – 266
D1 N85[40] 6.07 142
D2 N99 0.39 142
D3 N113 0.34 142
smaller cut-distances, curved elements and circle-shaped node-cuts
mentioned in the present work, some other methods which can opti-
mize the bending energy of the elements may also be helpful, for exam-
ple, the design of more complex-shaped kirigami patterns [14], and the
tuning of micro cuts [18] and the pattern parameters [19,41]. With
super elasticity, kirigami MGs are useful for designingmechanical/func-
tional metamaterials, such as the radar grating components [17] and
solar tracking panels [15]. Kirigami MGs can also be used as substrates
for developing some functional devices with high stretchability, like
the wearable strain sensors [42], super stretchable conductors [43],
and stretchable batteries [16,44] and electronics [45–47].

5. Conclusions

By introducing kirigami patterns into MG films, kirigami MGs with
high stretchability approaching 327% were fabricated using photo-
chemical machining (PCM). The kirigami MGs exhibited programmable
super elastic performancewith some values larger than 277%. The effect
of cut-distances, curved elements and circle-shaped node-cuts of the
kirigami patterns on the stretchability and elasticity of kirigami MGs
was investigated. The super elastic performance is mainly attributed
to the elastic bending of the kirigami elements.With appropriate design
and optimization of the kirigami patterns, the super elasticity behavior
of kirigami MGs can be further enhanced. The design of programmable
super-elastic kirigami MGs opens up a newwindow for developingme-
tallic metamaterials with superior mechanical/functional properties, for
example, in solar tracking and radar grating systems. The kirigami MGs
can also be used as substrates for a wide range of stretchable optoelec-
tronic/electronic devices/sensors tomaintain stable functionalitywithin
a longer cycle life.
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